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My research time line

1985 Neural Networks (non linear PCA data analysis) universal data fitting

1990 Machine Learning (understand regularization) generalize

1995 SVM (convex optimization) learning is optimization

2000 Model selection (automatic tuning) tune hyperparameters

2005 MKL (kernel design) automatized learning

2010 Dictionary learning (non convex optimization) representation learning

2015 Deep learning (www.deepinfrance.fr) without the magic

www.deepinfrance.fr


Success story: Koikes’ cucumber farm

problem:
sort cucumbers according to
their quality

previously: sorted by hand

new solution:
use data & machine learning
(deep learning)

Other success stories in this morning talks
https://cloud.google.com/blog/big-data/2016/08/how-a-japanese-cucumber-farmer-is-using-deep-learning-and-tensorflow

https://cloud.google.com/blog/big-data/2016/08/how-a-japanese-cucumber-farmer-is-using-deep-learning-and-tensorflow


Human vs. machine learning

Child’s learning capacities

to walk: one year

to speak: two years

to think: the rest of my life



Learning to think



Machine learning definition

Machine Learning (T. Mitchell, 2006)
A computer program CP learn from experience E
with respect to some class of tasks T and
performance measure P, if its performance at tasks
in T, as measured by P, improves with experience E

Key points
experience E : data
performance measure P : optimization
tasks T : utility

I automatic translation
I play chess or go
I ...do what humans do



Exemples of image processing related learning tasks T
Recognize

Detect

Localize

Predict

⇒

Read

Scene analysis

A single device can solve them all:
→ our brain
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Detection, tracking and recognition of traffic signs (2011-13)
Recognition German Traffic Sign

Recognition Benchmark
(GTSRB) data set,
containing 51839 labelled
images of real-world
traffic signs.

Detection The German Traffic Sign
Detection Benchmark is a
single-image detection
assessment 900 images
(devided in 600 training
images and 300 evaluation
images)

and the winner is
→ Deep learning gives very good results on both tasks



The traditional machine learning flow
(Raw image)

|
preprocessing

|
(normalized image)

|
feature extraction

|
(features: HOG, SIFT. . . )

|
prediction
|

(decision)

cf. Kaho Yamada & Yusuke Fujita’s QCAV’17 talks

With good features. . .
. . . machine learning is easy



From caltech 101 database (2004) to VOC (2010)

101 to 20 classes
30 to 1000 training
images per category

Perronnin et al. 2010,
I hand-crafted

Features
F SIFT
F Fisher Vectors
F Deformable

Parts Pooling

I SVM learning algo

Good features. . .
. . . provide good results



Hand-crafted features limitations

they are application dependent

they need a lot of effort

they don’t scale
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Learn the features. . .
. . . together with the prediction
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So far so good

Machine learning is Example-based programming
I task
I data
I performance

A lot of applications in computer vision (as human learn to see)
I detection
I recognition
I localization
I captioning. . .

Deep learning seems to be the future of machine learning
I the dream of using a single multi task device for all vision tasks
I on many application deep learning give the best results
I feature learning is a challenge addressed by deep learning
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The biological neuron



The formal neuron (McCulloch & Pitts, 1943)

x1,w1

x2,w2

. . .

xp,wp

1, b

h y = ϕ(w tx + b)

x input ∈ IRp

w weight, b bias
ϕ activation function
y output ∈ IR

Defines a hyperplane

x1

x2

w tx + b = 0

ϕ(t) = tanh(t) −5 0 5
−1

0

1



The formal neuron as a learning machine (Perceptron 1958)

Fitting the data for the 2 classes classification problem
given n pairs of input–output data xi , yi , i = 1, n
find w such that ϕ(wtxi )︸ ︷︷ ︸

prediction of the model

= yi︸︷︷︸
ground truth

make some initial guess for w
pick some data
extract information
improve w
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what about new data – generalization?



Fitting the data with an energy-based model

Fitting the data min
w∈IRp+1

n∑
i=1

( ϕ(wtxi )︸ ︷︷ ︸
prediction

− yi︸︷︷︸
truth

)2

Improve w wnew = wold − ρ (ϕ(w txi )− yi ) ∇wϕ(w txi )︸ ︷︷ ︸
extracted information

Algorithm 1 Adaline (1960)

Data: w initialization, ρ fixed stepsize
Result: w
while not converged do

xi , yi ← pick a point i at random
d← (w txi − yi )xi
w← w − ρd
check that the cost decease

end
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Non linearity combining linear neurons: the Xor case

Alpaydın, Introduction to Machine Learning, 2010



Neural networks as universal approximator
Running several neurons at the same time

y = ϕ(W3h(2))

h(2) = ϕ(W2h(1))

h(1) = ϕ(W1x)

x

Multilayered neural networks in layers
Use backpropagation to learn internal representation W1,W2,W3

from L. Arnold PhD



The Asimov Institute: http://www.asimovinstitute.org/neural-network-zoo/

http://www.asimovinstitute.org/neural-network-zoo/


OCR: the MNIST database (Y. LeCun, 1989)

use convolution layers



What are convolutional neural networks (CNN)?

convolution reduces the number of parameters



The caltech 101 database (2004)

101 classes,
30 training images per
category

...and the winner is
NOT a deep network

I dataset is too small

use convolution + Recitification + Normalization + Pooling

in What is the Best Multi-Stage Architecture for Object Recognition? Jarrett et al, 2009



The image net database (Deng et al., 2012)

ImageNet = 15 million labeled high-resolution images of 22,000 categories.
Large-Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (a subset of ImageNet)

1000 categories.
1.2 million training images,
50,000 validation images,
150,000 testing images.

www.image-net.org/challenges/LSVRC/2012/

www.image-net.org/challenges/LSVRC/2012/


A new fashion in image processing

shallow approaches

deep learning
Y. LeCun StatLearn tutorial



ImageNet results

publication year
2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35 152 layerstop-5 error in  %
number of layers
human performance

2012 Alex Net
2013 ZFNet
2014 VGG
2015 GoogLeNet / Inception
2016 Residual Network

karpathy’s blog: karpathy.github.io/2014/09/02/what-i-learned-from-competing-against-a-convnet-on-imagenet/

karpathy.github.io/2014/09/02/what-i-learned-from-competing-against-a-convnet-on-imagenet/


Deep architecture and the image net (15%)

The Alex Net architecture [Krizhevsky, Sutskever, Hinton, 2012]
Convolution + Recitification (ReLU) + Normalization + Pooling

60 million parameters
using 2 GPU – 6 days
regularization

I data augmentation
I dropout
I weight decay



From 15% to 7%: Inceptionism

Network in a network (deep learning lecture at Udacity)

Christian Szegedy et. al. Going deeper with convolutions. CVPR 2015.



From 7% to 3%: Residual Nets

.

Beating the gradient vanishing effect
K. He et al, 2016



Learning Deep architecture

min
W∈IRd

n∑
i=1

‖f (xi ,W )− yi‖2 + λ‖w‖2

d = 60× 106 f is a deep NN
n = 1, 200 000 ++
λ = 0.0005

Y. Bengio tutorial



The deep learning research bubble

Paper by "Deep Learning Conspiracy"
in Nature, 2015 (2500 citations)

CVPR is becoming deep
. . . try a ConvNet-based baseline

NIPS attendance from 500 to 5000

Google Trends for the search term
"deep learning"



Deap learning applications

image
audio
speech
text (NLP)
translation
robotics
playing games
science (Higgs Boson)

Mostly related with
low level perception



Deep learning and the industry

deep learning startup
data science, Artificial intelligence and deep learning
the GAFA

I they got the infrastructure (hard+software)
I they got the data
I deep learning bridges the gap between applications and ML

Deep Learning As A Service
a lot of available API (google, microsoft, Nvidia, Amazon. . . )



Google cloud plateform https://cloud.google.com/vision/

Google cloud deep learning engine
democratizing access to the world’s most powerful deep learning systems

https://cloud.google.com/vision/
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Google cloud deep learning engine
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https://cloud.google.com/vision/




the Microsoft Azure API, machine learning studio

ANOMALY DETECTION

One-class SVM

PCA-based anomaly detection Fast training

>100 features, 
aggressive boundary

CLUSTERING

K-means

TWO-CLASS CLASSIFICATION

Two-class decision forest

Two-class boosted decision tree

Two-class decision jungle

Two-class locally deep SVM

Two-class SVM 

Two-class averaged perceptron

Two-class logistic regression

Two-class Bayes point machine
Two-class neural network

>100 features, 
linear model

Accuracy, 
fast training 

Accuracy, 
fast training, 

large memory 
footprint
Accuracy, 

small memory 
footprint

>100 features

Accuracy, long 
training times

Fast training, 
linear model

Fast training, 
linear model

Fast training, 
linear model

Discovering 
structure

Finding unusual 
data points

Predicting values

Predicting 
categories

Three or 
more

START

Two

REGRESSION

Ordinal regression

Poisson regression

Fast forest quantile regression

Linear regression

Bayesian linear regression

Neural network regression

Decision forest regression

Boosted decision tree regression

Data in rank ordered categories

Predicting event counts

Predicting a distribution

Fast training, linear model

Linear model, small data sets

Accuracy, long training time

Accuracy, fast training

Accuracy, fast training, 
large memory footprint

MULTI-CLASS CLASSIFICATION

Multiclass logistic regression

Multiclass neural network

Multiclass decision forest

Multiclass decision jungle

One-v-all multiclass

Fast training, linear model

Accuracy, long training times

Accuracy, fast training

Accuracy, small memory footprint

Depends on the two-class 
classifier, see notes below

Microsoft Azure Machine Learning: Algorithm Cheat Sheet

© 2015 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.          Created by the Azure Machine Learning Team          Email: AzurePoster@microsoft.com              Download this poster: http://aka.ms/MLCheatSheet

This cheat sheet helps you choose the best Azure Machine Learning Studio 
algorithm for your predictive analytics solution. Your decision is driven by 
both the nature of your data and the question you’re trying to answer.



The artificial intelligence (AI) renaissance (The Economist)

form deep learning to artificial intelligence
getting machines to solve problems now
reserved for humans

AI Partnership
Amazon, Facebook, Google, IBM, and
Microsoft

AI initiative, AI white papers,
Canada, US, Japan, France. . .

AI institutes

The current boom in AI. . .
. . . is really a boom in “deep learning” (The Economist)



So far so good

from the formal neuron to deep learning
I one neuron is a linear perceptron
I many layered neurons are non linear multilayered perceptrons
I deep networks is a new name for multilayered perceptrons

deep learning breakthrough starts with ImageNet
I better than human performances
I on many perception tasks

deep learning could transform almost any industry
I the AI revolution

Neural networks+backpropagation exist since 1985
→ what’s new?
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What’s new with deep learning

a lot of data (big data)
big model (deep vs. shalow)
big computing resources (hardware & software),
and the talent to put it all together.

https://www.oreilly.com/ideas/the-four-dynamic-forces-shaping-ai

https://www.oreilly.com/ideas/the-four-dynamic-forces-shaping-ai


Dealing with a lot of data

.

ImageNet: 1,200,000x256x256x3 (about 200GB) block of pixels

MS COCO for supervised learning
I Multiple objects per image
I More than 300,000 images
I More than 2 Million instances
I 80 object categories
I 5 captions per image

YFCC100M for unsupervised learning

Google Open Images, 9 million URLs to images annotated over 6000
categories

Place recognition datasets (including Tokyo)



Andrew Ng basic recipe for machine learning

Why is Deep Learning taking off?
fuel = data engine = model (a deep network) .

Andrew Ng GTC 2015 Keynote, GPU Technology Nvidia



GPU needed

Now 2 hours with Nvidia DGX-1, and enough Memory

Yann LeCun:
learning a relevant model takes a 3 weeks



Deep learing frameworks

Tensoflow (Google) is the most popular, Torch (facebook)
http://www.kdnuggets.com/2017/03/getting-started-deep-learning.html

http://www.kdnuggets.com/2017/03/getting-started-deep-learning.html


Learning Deep architecture

min
W∈IRd

n∑
i=1

‖f (xi ,W )− yi‖2 + λ‖w‖2

d = 60× 106 f is a deep NN
n = 1, 200 000 ++
λ = 0.0005

Y. Bengio tutorial



New learning strategies

adaptive learning rate
regularization
stochastic gradient acceleration (Bottou)
noise injection (Bengio)
drop out (Hinton)
deep networks committees (Schmidhuber)
auto encoder pre training (Bengio)

and many other
a very active research and engineering field



Learning deep architectures (1/2)

Convolutional Neural Fabrics (Saxena and Verbeek, NIPS 16)

problem: how to find the most relevant architecture
todays solution: try and test
A new solution: learn the architecture



Examples of deep architectures using neural fabrics (2/2)

–Convolutional classifier –Convolutional classifier –autoencoder

Convolutional Neural Fabrics (Saxena and Verbeek, NIPS 16)



AlexNet works because of learning internal representation

Y. LeCun StatLearn tutorial



How to start with deep learning?

cf. Nathan Mundhenk’s this morning talk
Andrej Karpathy, Deep Learning Summer School 2016



Success story: Updating Google Maps with Deep Learning

Requirements

Installed TensorFlow library
158Gb to download FSNS dataset:
16Gb of RAM (32Gb is recommended)
training ∼ 60 h with GPU Titan X
to train from scratch: python train.py
to train a model using a pre-trained inception
weights as initialization:

wget http://download.tensorflow.org/models/inception_v3_2016_08_28.tar.gz
tar xf inception_v3_2016_08_28.tar.gz
python train.py --checkpoint_inception=inception_v3.ckpt



For more information: deep learning at Udacity (free course)
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Conclusions

summarize
I deep learning major breakthrough with imagenet
I GPUs, memory, existing framework, and a lot of data
I if possible reuse deep networks (alexNet, VGG. . . )

the future of deep learning
I hard to compete with GAFAs’
I theory needed
I unsupervised learning
I efficient learning regarding examples, time and energy
I also I missed the GAN (Generative Adversarial Networks)

and the future of machine learning?
I learning to learn
I green learning
I optimization and learning



To go further
books

I I. Goodfellow, Y. Bengio & A. Courville, Deep Learning, MIT Press book, 2016
http://www.deeplearningbook.org/

I Gitbook leonardoaraujosantos.gitbooks.io/artificial-inteligence/

conferences
I NIPS, ICLR, xCML, AIStats,

Journals
I JMLR, Machine Learning, Foundations and Trends in Machine

Learning, machine learning survey http://www.mlsurveys.com/

lectures
I Deep Learning: Course by Yann LeCun at Collège de France in 2016

college-de-france.fr/site/en-yann-lecun/inaugural-lecture-2016-02-04-18h00.htm
I Convolutional Neural Networks for Visual Recognition (Stanford)
I deep mind (https://deepmind.com/blog/)
I CS 229: Machine Learning at stanford Andrew Ng

Blogs
I Andrej Karpathy blog (http://karpathy.github.io/)
I http://deeplearning.net/blog/
I https://computervisionblog.wordpress.com/category/computer-vision/

http://www.deeplearningbook.org/
leonardoaraujosantos.gitbooks.io/artificial-inteligence/
http://www.mlsurveys.com/
college-de-france.fr/site/en-yann-lecun/inaugural-lecture-2016-02-04-18h00.htm
https://deepmind.com/blog/
http://karpathy.github.io/
http://deeplearning.net/blog/
https://computervisionblog.wordpress.com/category/computer-vision/
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